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ABC of Brain Stem Death CHRISTOPHERPAL]

THE DECLARATION OF DEATH
Unnecessary anguish and distress to relatives and nurses may
be caused by insensitive or thoughtless handling of brain dead
patients. Inadequate or conflicting statements (or a failure to
explain anything whatsoever about what is happening) often
prove to be the basis for sensationalisation of the issue by the
media and for a great deal of ill-informed talk about "pulling
the plug out," "discontinuing life support," and so on. A
correct approach should make it abundantly clear (both to
relatives and to a wider public) that in the act of disconnection
"the doctor is not withdrawing treatment and allowing some-
one to die, but ceasing to do something useless to someone
who is already dead."1

If a patient is thought to have a dead brain stem the doctor
in charge of the case should have the diagnosis confirmed by
appropriate colleagues using accepted criteria. The UK code
now recommends that the tests should be carried out by two
medical practitioners who have skill in this matter. One should
be a consultant and the other a consultant or senior registrar.2
In practice these doctors will often be anaesthetists, neuro-
logists, neurosurgeons, or intensive care physicians but this is
certainly not essential. Anyone who has understood the
preconditions can perform the tests. A recent survey has
shown that in the UK 4500 of brain dead kidney donors came
from non-teaching hospitals without neurosurgical facilities.'
It is my view, though not accepted by the medical community
as a whole, that within a decade every medical student will be
able to recognise a dead brain stem. The idea that neurologists
or other specialists should carry out the tests will then seem as
bizarre as would the notion today that two cardiologists are
needed to diagnose death on conventional grounds.
As soon as they have completed their first examination the

doctors concerned should write down their findings in the
patient's notes, or on the special check lists that will soon be
available. The time of the testing should be carefully recorded,
as should the nature of the irremediable structural brain
damage and the duration of apnoeic coma. The entry should
then describe, serially, the results of testing the brain stem
reflexes. It should confirm that a disconnection test for apnoea
was performed. If the Paco, was estimated at the end of the
disconnection period the results should be recorded. It is
sound and helpful to perform the disconnection test as the
last of the tests of brain stem function. Sometimes-and
provided there has been no tendency whatsoever to reflex
movements of spinal origin-it is useful for the relatives to
witness the first disconnection test. It helps them understand
the implications of the condition and accept that a declaration
of death is probably imminent.

After the first clinical testing the patient will have been
reconnected to the ventilator. A second testing should be
carried out, the interval between the tests being left to the
judgment of the doctors concerned (see earlier article). If
second testing confirms a dead brain stem, death should be
declared, the relatives notified, and a further appropriate
entry made in the notes. A patient is dead when a doctor

(using accepted criteria) declares him to be dead. Legally, this
is deemed to be the time of death. A death certificate can
then be issued, which is a good way of making it clear that
any continued ventilation (to allow organ donation) does not
constitute "life."

If organ donation is not envisaged there is no need to
reconnect the cadaver to the ventilator. The second test for
apnoea will have merged with permanent disconnection. If
transplantation is planned the "beating-heart cadaver" should
be reconnected to the ventilator. The operation can then be
carried out at the convenience of the surgical team. Only
exceptionally should artificial ventilation have to be maintained
for more than 12 hours after a declaration of brain stem death.
The main consideration is to ensure that the potential recipients
receive organs in as good a condition as possible. The admini-
stration of pressor agents or antibiotics may have to be
continued.
To minimise the. risk of possible later misunderstandings all

disconnections are best performed by doctors, not nurses.
There are no reasons in logic for this recommendation, but
the whole subject is one where irrational behaviour is still
occasionally encountered.
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